Gold Energy Personal Card
For your wallet or purse
(With Zero Point Energy)
“Every thing is Energy”
Our Gold Energy Personal Card is infused with
frequencies with radionics that have been
enhanced to increase Zero Point Energy and
paramagnatism,two elements that remove
stress from the body, and give a feeling of
well being.
Your Personal Gold Energy Card has positive
energies including.
E.M.F. Protection
Healing
Harmony
Vitality
Concentration

Stress Release
And much more……..
Gold Color Meaning in Healing
Gold is an incredibly positive precious metal
illuminating and health boosting energies. It
gives strength, optimism and confidence and
dispels negativity,
Gold is a luxurious, extravagant and glorious
color; the meaning of gold is that of sheer
luxury, wealth, vibrant health and success.
Gold is a powerful, strong and confident color.
The Gold Card Energy utilizes the researched
science of zero-point energy. Modern physics
has identified this energy field to be
complementary to the human body as it is
regenerative and curative in nature. Exposure
to zero-point energy promotes the create of

subltle organization energy fields inside the
human body.
This accounts for the Gold Card products
ability to aid in the body’s natural healing
processes. When exposed to the zero-point
energy field, your food and water (as well as
other beverages including house wine) are
cleared or neutralized in terms of their subtle
toxic potential.
Wave over or use against the body for
headaches or pain, use under pillow to sleep
better, Great for water, juice, vegetables,
fruit etc. Place in refrigerator to help keep
vegetables fresher longer.
Stop spending money on expensive certified
organic foods-just set your groceries on your
Gold Energized Card and the vitality is
restored in seconds.
Good for Vitamins and medications

Use it on your pets and plants
The Gold Energy Card does not need to be
cleared or recharged as it has lifetime
effectiveness.

Your Gold Energy Personal Card comes with
black velvet pouch and instructions.
We also have a new larger size Gold Energy
Plate that comes in a laptop case.
www.emffreezone.ca spriebe@sympatico.ca

